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I am just wondering if it is peaceful to burn down your own buildings that people have spent so much 

time and money building. Isn’t that the start of a civil war right there? How can USA diplomats comment 

on peace when they introduce wars? It was only two decades ago that our own military planes tree-

topped over our community and pointed guns at us – women and children. We had no guns. There were 

no men around; they were working. Then spies were sent into our community to torture us and our 

children. These spies came from countries across the world, so I don’t think any country has a right to 

say that their Governments don’t torture people. Of course, it is not really the Governments or 

Religions; it is from the idiotocracies formed within.  

Then through the Governments and their spies they took our money and gold that families from across 

the world donated to build the Temple Of Understanding to save this Earth and our Species. We held on 

to faith and recollected enough for Seven Temples On Seven Hills. It cannot be blamed on a 

Government, Religion, or any certain organization; it is the fault of those that formed the idiotocracies. 

They then sent in more spies dressed in cloth of Religion and took the Temple Of Understanding Funds 

again. Each time they stole our funds they invested them into the utility industries and other industries 

and reaped trillions in gains over the years. Then they ran the Spiritual Leader, and my friend and me 

and anyone that still wanted to build the Temples off the land we rightfully owned so that they could 

allow mining underneath. The land that he allotted to me was supposed to be used for protecting our 

Mother Cows so that they could supply the World with milk to help our bodies’ structures be strong. 

Last year they sold out gas rights even after I protested because it goes against Srila Prabhupada’s 

Mission to build those Temples there to save this Earth and our Species. As soon as I started thinking 

about gas I realized I had very little time and went to the source. Two decades ago Spiritual Leaders 

came from across the world and all agreed on protecting this land for this mission and also proposed 

Religious buildings for their own faiths. Even the hill’s people said that they were not ever supposed to 

mine or drill on this side of the creek or it would destroy this planet. So, why would they be so greedy 

and proceed?  

Now here we are towards the end because they have set the wheels in motion for the final stage of 

annihilation. We could all stop it by getting the Pillars of the Temple Of Understanding into the ground 

to form structure back into the meridians of the Earth. I know no one has time for saving us and our 

planet. Oh well, while you all are protesting, the external inventory systems and finishing off the 

financial part of the Earth’s annihilation. They know I have warned people and are moving in full gear. In 

two months they will finish the collapse I watched them start years ago with their illegal procedures and 

methods of torture below the levels of slavery.  

How is it wrong to protect one’s country when you know they are being used in a setup and will be 

taken over by those that are greedy and continue to go too deep? You see I have been warning 

everyone that because of what they have done to my land they can no longer go so deep. This does not 



stop them. They have decided to just spread out and go too far. Using people and their Governments 

and Religions and getting them to kill each other off is such an old boring tactic. I am still yawning. When 

will they come up with something new like admitting what they have done is wrong and stop using our 

Leaders and People by getting them to destroy themselves and calling it democracy? If it ends up 

harming everyone it is an idiotocracy.  

For the Love Of Libya and for the Love Of Africa and for the Love Of Mother Earth and residing Species, 

please go home and be thankful for what the Lord Above has given us. Cherish your families! Many will 

suffer this year. These are not natural disasters and are premeditated from greed misers that formed 

idiotocracies and are close to destroying our Earth. Why would you condemn your Leader from trying to 

protect you all and your future generations from these idiotocracies and this annihilation? How is it 

wrong to fight against this form of neglect and abuse? Look at the positives to build a strong foundation 

on. 

It may be good to listen sometimes. You all are standing to help bring down your countries while 

thinking you are doing the opposite. It makes me sad because I have been writing Leaders trying to stop 

all of this, but the idiotocracies got jealous when I started writing your Leader pleading to get help to 

heal me because of lumps in my body that could be cancerous. I had written explaining that a Doctor 

from India had told me that because of the discoveries he made while doing breast cancer research, that 

there was no longer any need to research cancer. I had asked him why he was teaching. He did his job 

researching very well and now he deserves credit, but because of the medical scams he is not allowed to 

reveal the cures. There may still be a need to research products that cause cancer, but we have been 

scammed here big time. I know if anyone in the world could get the cures processed it would be your 

Leader. He was in the process of doing this and this is why they had to rage a war calling it a revolution. 

(Plus, the idiotocracies can’t go as deep any more so they need most of you off your land so they can use 

it for oil sands.) The greed from stealing our Temple Of Understanding Funds has gotten so strong that 

the idiotocracies just sit and watch populations toppling with no concerns for anyone.  

The true problem is that respect and recognition have not been given when it is deserved. Your Leader 

constantly helps get hostages released, but is mostly recognized for the opposite. He has made more 

peace moves than anyone on this Earth. He is also trying to protect your country, but is portrayed as 

doing the opposite. He knows the truth of what is really happening and that is why the military forces 

are there. These are also your forces. By taking them down; you will all go down.  

Go home to your families. Stop the illegal external inventory systems that have brought us all down. Kick 

them out. They are the ones that need to go. Find the wayward officials that are over stricken with 

greed from the money your Leader has made for you and make them follow other procedures and 

guidelines that can be closely monitored. Look at what you have right now and just say “Thank You My 

Dear Lord”. 

During these next months to come it will become very hard for everyone to breath, and their bodies are 

sure to bloat at times of overexposure to certain elements and conditions. This will be extremely hard 

on our elderly, on our diseased and our children will just run freely until their breath ends. We might be 



able to live long enough to catch a glimpse of watching our loved ones die. This is where we are really at. 

We have serious containment issues and cannot afford unnecessary explosions and fires this year. Think 

about what you are doing before igniting anything!  

Please let your Leader help heal the people of this Earth. He is the one that can make sure the cures are 

legit and are distributed fairly. He is the one that has enough power and can financially save our 

children. Please, for once stop the idiotocracies and give the proper recognition. Save the children of 

this world. We are not going to have enough time and money, and we will not be able to use radiation 

as much to deal with cancer problems. The disasters that are about to happen will be so tremendous 

that populations will disappear if we don’t prepare ahead of time. We have to get our populations 

healthy and strong before this in order to work through it. Your Leader knows the truth of this and was 

trying to prepare for it. He has set the example by increasing water accessibility throughout your 

country. I suggest helping one another instead of going against each other. We need to start preparing 

to be able to move populations quickly to safe areas. This has been a good example drill and shows that 

as we are right now, we are set to fail because of lack of true communication and cooperation. Your 

Leader is a master at doing these two things usually, but the idiotocracies have worsened the conditions 

and no one can think clearly and everyone is becoming uncontrollably emotional and mean.  

I do not stand behind this war provoked by falsifying facts and misleading people to what will be their 

countries take over and eventually the end of their lives. I stand behind the Leader of the true 

Revolution that is going to save our Species and out Mother Earth. I stood up two years ago and 

presented plans I had started twenty five years earlier. Once I started researching I found the truth of 

how bad off the whole world is and created solutions that would help everyone. I distributed my ideas 

and solutions to the UN and some of the Leaders and asked them to help others get set up using them. I 

am at the same time requesting proper recognition for my plans and the hard work I have done trying to 

present and implement them. Get your Leaders to use my plans and stop all external inventories. Build 

strong systems within. Most of all, thank the Dear Lord Above for everything we have. 

May the Dear Lord Bless You All! 

Love You All Always, 

Queen Lala 
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